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Abstract—Keyphrases are set of words that reflect the
main topic of interest of a document. It plays vital roles in
document summarization, text mining, and retrieval of
web contents. As it is closely related to a document, it
reflects the contents of the document and acts as indices
for a given document. Extracting the ideal keyphrases is
important to understand the main contents of the
document. In this work, we present a keyphrase
extraction method that efficiently finds the keywords
from English documents. The methods use some
important features of the document such as TF, TF*IDF,
GF, GF*IDF, TF*GF*IDF for the purpose. Finally, the
performance of the proposal is evaluated using wellknown document corpus.

Nowadays information is one of the most powerful and
important weapons in the modern world. Every moment
we are getting an increasingly large amount of data or
information from various sources like emails, web pages,
electronic documents, etc. But all the sources cannot
fulfill user‟s expectation of the readers since it is more
difficult to find the appropriate information from a huge
amount of document. It is very much difficult for a
human being to find out the summery or extracting the
main topics from a large body of text for the very fast
growing information. Automatic keyword extraction
provides an efficient and effective way to summarize
from large documents.
Keyphrases are the words that can easily extract the
main issues or topics covered in a text document [1-4]. It

is very useful for classifying, clustering, summarizing
text documents in an effective manner [5]. By finding the
most specific words from a text, keyword extraction helps
the reader to discover the quick overview about
documents. So, Keywords provides a summary for a
document which leads to improved information retrieval
process [5-7]. Keyphrases extraction is necessary and
important tools for many reasons [8]. For example, i)
keyphrases provide a summarization which helps the
readers to make quicker decision whether the given
article worth in-depth reading, ii) They improve
document indexing efficiency, iii) Enable reader to
quickly find an article relevant to a specific subjects or
issues and iv) Enable a search engine to make the search
more precise for readers.
Many research works have been found in the literature
to perform the keyphrases extraction from a large
document. Some of them use domain-specific knowledge
and training sets [4] [9] [10]. These approaches needed
human interaction and need an application-specific
knowledge. Graph-based text summarization is another
effective and popular field of research [11]. In the graphbased model, various approaches and methodologies have
been found to find the links between the sentences and
the keyphrases. Links between the sentences build a
graph that produces the shortest path from the first
sentence to the last [12].
In this research work, we propose an unsupervised
approach to find the keyphrases from a text document. In
our proposed system, for an input document, we
nominate the keyphrases from the document. To do this,
we split the keywords in their root form using a modified
stemmer. Then, we check the split words to be a noun or
not and we consider the word for extraction for a noun.
We also count all noun of the previous non-pronoun
occurring sentence. We then use various weight measures
such as TF (Term Frequency), GF (Global Frequency),
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IDF (Inverse Document Frequency) for an increase or
decrease the weight of those nominated keyphrases. In
the last step, we evaluate some keyphrases with highest
weight measure. After extracting those keyphrases for
representing the document in shorter form, we compare
our system generated output for a specific document with
the original output of that document.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe related works and motivation in Section II and
describe the corpus in section III. Our proposed method is
presented in Section IV and the simulation results are
presented in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section VI along with future research direction.

II. RELATED WORKS
To find the keyphrases from a large document, a lot of
research works are found in the literature. By focusing on
non-linguistic features many statistical approaches have
been proposed. They use some terms like term frequency
(TF), inverse document frequency (IDF), and position of
a keyword. Many of works suggested that TF*IDF weight
measure is an efficient and popular way for finding
keywords [4] [8]. TF*IDF identifies keywords which
appear frequently in the document. Some linguistic
approaches and methods are found that uses linguistic
features such as part-of-speech, syntactic structure. For a
single document, a co-occurrence distribution based
method has been found which used a clustering strategy
for extracting keywords [3].
Many machine learning based mechanisms are found
that use training document for Keyword extraction [1314]. A large number of training documents is used as
training set and based on the gain knowledge from the
training set is used to find keywords from new documents.
For example, KEA is a keyphrase extraction system, uses
the Bayesian learning technique for keyphrase extraction
task [9]. In KEA, for example, numbers, punctuation
marks, dashes, and brackets etc are used as phrase
boundaries and the candidate keyphrases are separated by
splitting the input text document according to phrase
boundaries.
Graph-based text summarization is another effective
and popular field of research [11][15-17]. In the graphbased model, various approaches and methodologies have
been found to find the links between the sentences and
the keyphrases. Links between the sentences are used for
building a graph and the shortest path from the first
sentence to the last is considered [12]. Another method is
proposed which is known as PAT-tree-based keyphrases
extraction system for Chinese and other oriental
languages [18]. Another graph-based approach was
proposed that uses HITS (Hyperlink-Induced Topic
Search) algorithm for sentence ranking and finds the
keywords [19].
Many research works used Neural Network for
keyphrases extraction. For example, authors in [20][19]
exploit traditional term frequency, inverse document
frequency, and position (binary) features. In another
approach, authors provided a cluster-based model in
Copyright © 2017 MECS

order to highlight parts of the text that are semantically
related [21]. The clusters of sentences reflecting the
topics of the document are analyzed to find the main
topics. The web information is considered as a huge field
for additional knowledge where Keyphrases can be
extracted [22].
Many research articles have been found in the
literature for keyphrase extraction used machine learning
or data mining approaches [23-31]. A Naive Bayes
approach is used for keyword generation [23]. Authors
proposed an unsupervised noun phrases extraction
method where noun phrases, their occurrence, and cooccurrences are used generate the keywords from text
documents [24]. An N-gram based method was proposed
in [25], where authors‟ generated paraphrases are based
on trigrams approach. Another variation of n-gram
approach called N-gram IDF is found where N-gram IDF
enables to find and determine the dominant N-grams
among overlapping ones and extract key terms of any
length from texts [26]. A natural language processing
based keyword generation method is proposed for term
extraction in the agricultural domain [27][31].

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE CORPUS
Most of the keyphrases consist of one, two or three
words. For the simulation of English documents, we use
„fao30‟ document corpus. This can be found from
“http://maui-indexer.blogspot.com/2009/10/data-sets-forkeyphrase-extraction-and.html”. Here, we do not create
the keyphrases manually. The „fao30‟ team created the
possible extracted keywords. For simulation purpose, we
compare the generated keyphrases with the predefined
keyword generated by corpus.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed methodology has three stages namely
key phrase nomination, weight measurement and ranking
the extracted keyphrases using important features and
finally evaluate the keywords/keyphrases with highest
weight measures. For the nomination phase, we split the
keywords in their root form using a modified stemmer.
Then we check the split words to be noun or not. If the
word turns out to be a noun then we consider the word for
extraction. In the second step, we use the data mining
tools (weight measures) such as TF, GF, IDF for an
increase or decrease the weight of those nominated
keyphrases.
Finally, we evaluate some keyphrases with highest
weight measure. The number of keyphrases to be
extracted is maintained by a predefined threshold. After
extracting those keyphrases for representing the
document in shorter form, we compare our system
generated output for a specific document with the original
output of that document. Based on this comparison we
measured the accuracy provide by our proposed system.
Fig. 1 summarizes the propose approach. What follows,
we describe each of the stages in details:
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2017, 12, 59-66
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Stemming: Stemming can be used to find the root term
of a word. It was done by splitting the prefix and postfix
from a word in a “longest match” basis using a
predefined word list of prefix and postfix. In our
approach, we only remove the postfixes [22]. Different
stemming algorithms are available such as Lovin‟s
algorithm and Porter‟s algorithm etc. The logic behind to
select Porter is enlightened in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of different stemming algorithm

K e y P h ra s e R a n k in g a n d
s e le c tio n
K e y P h ra s e

Fig.1. Overall design of proposed approach.

A. Key Phrase Nomination
Key Phrase nomination is the important stage to extract
the keyphrases. Fig. 2 depicts the keyphrase nomination
phase in details. Keyphrase nomination can be done by
the following stepsa) Splitting Word
b) Stemming and
c) Noun Phrase Nomination.
Splitting Word: The first stage of keyphrase
nomination is to splitting the words from the documents.
It is also called stop word removal. In our approach we
consider non-noun words which are previously POS
tagged as our stop words. For English, we made a lexicon
of more than 75000 non-noun word list which is
considered as stop words. If the word from the document
is found in these lists then it cannot be nominated for
extraction. Only the noun or noun phrases are illegible for
extraction [10]. We linked the pronoun with the nouns for
the experiment. The result is based on both with pronoun
and without the pronoun. After splitting word, we need to
check split word is a noun or not, by checking a large
database of the non-noun word for English. If the word
does not exist in the database, then we considered that the
word is a noun, otherwise not.
Text
D ocum ent
S p littin g W o rd
No

Is It N o u n ?
Y es

S te m m in g
M ake N oun
Fig.2. Key Phrase Nomination
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Word

Porter Stem

Lovin‟s
Stem

Believes
Belief
Believable
Jealousness
Jealousy
Police
Policy

Believ
Belief
Believ
Jealous
Jealousi
Polic
Polici

Belief
Belief
Belief
Jeal
Jeal
Polic
Polic

Iterated
Lovins
Stem
Belief
Belief
Belief
Jeal
Jeal
Pol
Pol

Snowball algorithm is another algorithm that is the
upgraded version of Porter‟s algorithm. We have used the
Snowball algorithm and modify it slightly mixing with
some iteration to increase the stemmer‟s performance.
Suppose, the word „Nationalist‟, according to Snowball it
became „Nationalist‟, then our iteration have made it
„Nation‟. We made a suffix list for finding the root word
of a noun. We found the suffix list for English from
various sites.
Noun Phrase Nomination: After stemming the
keywords, we linked the keywords to one besides other to
create NP chunks or Noun Phrases. We have considered
both noun and noun phrases for the result. Then we find
only the noun words from the corpus in root form. This
nomination is done by measuring the term weights in
different combinations. The noun which has greater
weights was considered to be nominated. According to
the weights, those nouns are considered and the noun
phrases linked with them are nominated. The overall
process is shown in Fig. 2.
B. Weight Measurement
A weight of the nominated keyphrases is measured
using both local and global weighting features like term
frequency measures (TF), inverse document frequency
(IDF) etc., to the nominated keyphrases found in the
previous stage. To be nominated for a final keyword,
each of the keyphrases weight must be higher or equal to
some predefined threshold value. The keyword with the
highest weight locally is considered as a resulting
keyword. Weights can be measured in two ways, locally
and globally. The various weighting factors for local and
global weight measurement of the keyword is described
here.
Local weight: We use the following weight for our
purpose.


TF: Term Frequency is the number of times a
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phrase occurs in a document
Binary: 1, if term appears in the document or 0,
otherwise
log: log10(TF)

Global weight:


GF: Global Frequency is measured for a particular
word by using the following formula:

Noun

GF = TF1+TF2+TF3+……….+TFN.

For measuring TF we did not use a database, because
of it just based on the word which appears in the current
document. We use “Counting Sort” with a hash table for
faster measuring of TF shown in Fig 3.
For TF*IDF measurement we use the database for
determining IDF. The multiplication of TF and IDF of
each word is used for measuring weight. IDF value of
each word is stored on database previously. Fig. 4
describes how we calculate the GF.

(1)
Noun

Rank

here N is equal to the number of documents.
Count TF, C
TF
 DF:
Document frequency is defined as the no. of
documents in which the term occurs.
 IDF: Inverse document frequency measure
the Noun Phrase
equation:
C

TF

IDF = GF/DF.

>= Th

Database

Masure GF

(2)

or

NounRank the Noun Phrase

Select as Key
Phrase

IDF = log10(N/DF);

(3)
Count TF, C

where N = No. of documents. We use IDF because it is
optimal weight Noun
associated with a word feature in an
information retrieval setting where we teach each
document as the query that retrieves itself [12].
Database

C

GF

>= Th

Rank the Noun PhraseSelect as Key
Phrase

Fig.4. Ranking of nominated Keyphrases using GF
C TF >= Th

Noun
Masure GF*IDF

TF

In case of TF*GF*IDF measurement, previously
Noun
measured TF*IDF and GF*IDF are used and
finally, a
Select asofKey
combination
the both is done to get TF*GF*IDF. The
Phrase
detail is shown
in Fig. 5.

Masure TF*IDF

Count TF, C

TF

Database

Measure TF*GF*IDF

Rank the Noun Phrase

Noun

Rank the Noun Phrase

C
C

TF*GF*IDF

TF

Masure GF
Database

>= Th

>= Th

Rank the Noun Phrase
Masure GF*IDF

Select as Key
Select as Phrase
Key
Phrase
Fig.3. Ranking of nominated Keyphrases using TF

C

GF

>= Th

Measure TF*GF*IDF

Frequency Measurement: We haveNounused the
combination of both local and global weights to rank the
nominated words. If a word inside any Noun Phrase gets
the highest weight then the Noun phrase also
ranked high.
Database
We applied 5 combinations of frequency measurement.
These are:






Masure TF*IDF

Masure GF*IDF
TF measurement
TF*IDF measurement
GF measurement
GF*IDF measurement
Measure TF*GF*IDF
TF*GF*IDF measurement

Rank the Noun Phrase

C

TF*GF*IDF

Select as Key
Phrase

>= Th

Masure TF*IDF
Select as Key
Phrase

Fig.5. Ranking of nominated Keyphrases using TF*GF*IDF

Rank the Noun Phrase
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C. Keyphrase Ranking and Selection
The score of a phrase k is computed based on the
similarity of the phrase to the set of thematic terms in a
document. The similarity of a phrase k to the set of
thematic terms in a document is computed as the sum of
the weight value of the thematic terms contained in the
sentence k
Sk =

W

t, k

(4)
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experiment, the F-Score is generated for the combinations
among local and global weights described in the previous
section.
A. Result
For the simulation of English documents, we use
„fao30‟ document corpus. The „fao30‟ team created the
possible extracted keywords and we compare them with
ours using precision and recall described in before and
calculate the F-score. For more accurate result, we
simulate our proposed approach many times.

where Wt,k is a local or global weight (such as TF,
TF*IDF, GF, GF*IDF, TF*GF*IDF) of a thematic term t
in a phrase k and Sk is the score of the phrase k.
The procedure of selecting the extracted keywords is
based on the highest weights measured. We have a
predefined threshold value for selecting top most phrases.
If any term‟s weight is greater than or equal to the
threshold then it has been selected for extraction. If any
case of a tie, then we extract the keyword
lexicographically.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluate the proposed prototype keyphrase
extraction system using the two well-known matrices:
Precision and Recall. These two matrices are combined to
evaluate the results on the validation set using a formula,
known as an F-Score measure.

(  2  1)  precision  recall
FB =
 2  precision  recall

(5)

Here, Precision indicates how many suggested
keywords are correct? The formula for precision is [8]:

Precision =

N
K

Fig.6. Weight measurement considering both noun and pronoun

For the average F-Score measure we consider the two
facts, with a pronoun (P) and without pronoun (~P). The
results of our proposed method, while considering noun
and pronoun is given in Fig. 6. We found that TF
provides the highest value than the others.

(6)

where N = number of keyphrases matched and
K = number of keyphrases generated by the system.
On the other hand, Recall indicates many of the
manually assigned keywords are found and of determined
by the formula [8]:

Recall =

N
M

(7)

where N = number of keyphrases matched and
M = number of keyphrases generated manually.
The value of β was assigned to 1, thus giving Precision
and Recall equal weights. After calculating the precision
and recall for keyphrase extraction from each document
we have calculated the average precision and recall (FScore) for each of the above experiments. For each

The result also shows that TF measure without
pronoun is the best among the other four combinations
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Fig.7. Weight measurement without pronoun
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shown in Fig. 7. TF with pronoun measure is also good
but in our approach, we linked the pronoun with all
previous nouns. So, the accuracy level for this
combination decreases.
Fig. 7 shows average F-score values of various local
and global weights and TF outperforms the others. Table
2 shows the average F-score measure of local and global
weights.
Table 2. Average F-score measure
TF(P)
TF-IDF(P)
GF(P)
GF-IDF(P)
TF-GF-IDF(P)
TF(~P)
TF-IDF(~P)
GF(~P)
GF-IDF(~P)
TF-GF-IDF(~P)

0.159221
0.128775
0.126269
0.127458
0.120692
0.161872
0.129561
0.126377
0.128384
0.120231
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